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ITALIAN GRAPPA QUEEN IN AMERICA 

By Stefano Nincevich 

WINE ENTHUSIAST MAGAZINE AWARDS NONINO THE WINE STAR AWARD AS SPIRIT 

BRAND/DISTILLER FOR THE FIRST TIME TO AN ITALIAN DISTILLERY 

As the New York Times writes, grappa has ceased to be “a pocket-sized form of heating for farmers 

in Northern Italy” to become a premium distillate in recent decades. Abroad, attention has grown. 

What happened at the beginning of the year at the Palace of Fine Arts in San Francisco is 

emblematic, and the winner was not just an Italian product or brand, but an entire category. 

Because it is an award to Italy and its distillate par excellence, grappa, the Wine Star Award as Spirit 

Brand /Distiller of the Year awarded to Nonino by Wine Enthusiast, the prestigious magazine in New 

York that for 30 years has recounted the best productions of wine and spirits in the world. This is 

the first time it has happened to an Italian company and a grappa distillery.  

A prize that celebrates the challenge started by Nonino in the 70s: making grappa, a product of the 

peasant tradition, a spirit with all the credentials to become one of the world's great distillates. A 

challenge that the company has taken up by focusing on the quality of its production, the search for 

excellence and the ability to redesign a traditional distillate for the modern era, opening it up to 

new possibilities of consumption, mixology included. In the motivation for the award we read: 

“Although the Nonino distillery originated in 1891, its history really began in the 1970s, when Benito 

Nonino and his wife Giannola began to produce high quality single-variety grappas. Giannola in 

particular contributed to overturning the rough and strong image of grappa. As she herself said, she 

wanted to transform grappa from Cinderella to a Queen with energy, courage, and a revolutionary 

vision that underlines the ability to reframe a traditional distillate for the modern era [...] represents 

the Best of Made in Italy. A continuous commitment to excellence based on the search for 

innovation, while respecting the culture and identity of the territory. «My mother - says Antonella 

Nonino - has been a brand ambassador since long before this term was coined and wineries were 

open to the public. When in the 1970s the distillery began to produce the first single-variety grappas, 

she opened the doors of the distillery with pride. And she still does it. Her desire is to show the 

world the quality and the gentle touch we put in our production. Kindness lies in respect for the 

products, the land and the environment. The Nonino Prize was created to save the ancient 

autochthonous Friulian vine varieties. My parents wanted to distil grappa from those vines, but an 

absurd law had decreed their end because they were not included among the vine varieties 

authorized for cultivation and we could not distill the pomace, so they decided to establish the 

Nonino Risit d'Aur Prize to save them from oblivion, together with the desire to enhance the rural 

civilization and the land».* 

 

INTERVIEW 

ANTONELLA NONINO 

Besides the great prize received, do foreign countries also reward you in terms of turnover?  

The numbers speak for themselves. Today, our export market accounts for 52% of our turnover and 

we are present in 78 countries. In the top 5 there are Grappa Nonino Monovitigno Chardonnay 12 
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months in barriques, Amaro Nonino Quintessentia, L'Aperitivo Nonino BotanicalDrink, Grappa 

Nonino 41°, Grappa Nonino Monovitigno Moscato, Grappa Nonino Monovitigno Merlot.  

 

How important is for you the relationship with the world of bartending?  

We have started many collaborations with the world of mixology. For example, at the Nonino Prize, 

supporting and celebrating P(our), the non-profit organization founded by a group of great 

international bartenders, starting from an idea of Alex Kratena and Simone Caporale with the 

collaboration of Monica Berg (Oslo), Jim Meehan (New York), Ryan Chetiyawardana and Xavier 

Padovani (London), Joerg Meyer (Hamburg) to bring development in the world of mixology through 

knowledge, contamination, experimentation, and innovation.  

 

NoninoTonic (2008), Giannola 38 (by Kratena and Berg), Punch d'Autunno and Tiki Pirus (by Simone 

Caporale) and now in the new Iba list there is Paper Plane by Sam Ross, which among the 5 

ingredients also contains Amaro Nonino Quintessentia. Did you expect it?  

It's a great satisfaction for everyone. The drink created in 2007 by Sam Ross, mixologist from New 

York, has made cocktail bars all over the world fall in love, and has become a modern-classic; now 

it is in excellent company in the New Era section of Iba side by side with great popular cocktails such 

as Paloma, Bramble or Old Cuban. A result that comes after other important goals achieved by this 

drink. I'm thinking, for example, of The New York Times which chose Paper Plane to represent the 

category of 'Equal-Parts Cocktails', the cocktails with a maximum of five ingredients in equal parts. 

 

A thought for the clubs that are facing the reopening  

I believe the best way to support public businesses is to immediately start attending the bars and 

restaurants we are linked to, always in compliance with the security measures that from time to 

time will be provided. 

 

Foto in alto 

Francesca, Giannola and Elisabetta Nonino with the rock star Jon Bon Jovi, awarded with the Wine 

and Culture Award. Nonino is among the protagonists of our Grappa Special you can download from 

the website www.bargiornale.it 

Foto pagina 2 

Antonella Nonino is a Board Member of the Nonino Distilleries. She takes care of the Institutional 

Communication of the Company and of the press office, she is in charge of the International Nonino 

Prize. 

Paper Plane by Sam Ross, a new entry among Iba cocktails 


